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Abstract
Methadone Maintenance Treatment (MMT) in the United States has recently adopted an approach based on the principles of the Recovery movement — a view of treatment informed by addiction-as-disease models but also incorporating social, psychological, and spiritual components. Although organizations that administer drug treatment services claim that the shift represents a more client-centered, individualistic approach, it may not meet the needs of the many individuals who use MMT to reduce the harms of drug use, like overdose, rather than as a way to become abstinent. In this article, I use interview data from treatment providers to argue against institutional claims of Recovery as an individualistic model. My research demonstrates how — despite the wide variety of treatment goals among people on MMT — the Recovery discourse positions and organizes treatment strictly as abstinence-based, self-help. Moreover, I show how the Recovery model serves as the justification for an expansion of clinics’ ability to surveil and intervene in aspects of people’s lives which had previously been seen as outside of MMT’s purview, including nutrition, public service, and spirituality. In conclusion, I argue that Recovery restricts MMT’s ability to reduce harms, like overdose, in the lives of people who use drugs, and recommend that MMT adopt a more open-ended, low-threshold approach to treatment.
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‘Recovery encompasses an individual’s whole life, including mind, body, spirit, and community.’

(SAMHSA 2012, 5)

Introduction

Opioid-involved overdose rates in the United States are currently at unprecedented levels (NIDA 2018; Rudd 2016; Peterson 2016). According to the National Institute of Drug Abuse, overdose rates for heroin, natural and semi-synthetic opioids, and synthetic opioids (other than methadone) have all increased every year for the past five years (2018). Substantial research also demonstrates that Methadone Maintenance Treatment (MMT) is among the most effective means of reducing risk of overdose as well as many other harms associated with illegal opioid use (Sordo et al. 2017; Schwartz et al. 2013). Despite this, MMT in the United States recently adopted an approach to treatment informed by the Recovery movement that could potentially make accessing treatment more difficult for those not pursuing Recovery as defined by the discourse.

People on MMT conceptualize their treatment goals in a variety of ways, including many who use it as a strategy for reducing the harms of illegal drug use, such as overdose and arrest, rather than as a means to become abstinent (Frank 2018; Harris and Rhodes 2013; Mateu-Gelebert et al. 2010). Yet, the Recovery model is based on an abstinence-only approach that often results in increased surveillance and punishment for such individuals, potentially leading to cessation of treatment (Frank 2018). Moreover, Recovery is based on a holistic conception of addiction that includes hard-to-define aspects such as spirituality and community involvement (SAMHSA 2012; White et al. 2012; White and Mojer-Torres 2010). This more comprehensive view significantly expands clinics’ ability to surveil and intervene in patients’ lives beyond their use of illegal drugs. Thus, Recovery could increase rates of patient dropout and discharge as well as discourage people not currently in treatment from signing up (Frank 2018). MMT in the U.S. is already criticized for its strict rules and time-consuming, intrusive approach (Parpouchi et al. 2017; Callon et al. 2006) as evidenced by its consistently low rates of use and retention, particularly when compared to other countries using less-regulated approaches (Saloner and Karthikeyan 2015). Thus, the use of Recovery in MMT may make an already over-regulated and overly-cumbersome treatment even more so precisely when it is most needed.

1 It is important to point out that the term ‘patients’ is considered problematic by many people and has been criticized for its tendency to medicalize individuals on MMT, many of whom do not conceptualize themselves as sick (Frank 2018; INPUD 2014). Although I considered using less specific language, I felt it was important to describe the population within the discursive context of Recovery-based treatment. Thus, my use of the term, ‘patients’ throughout the paper, is as a socially-constructed label that is often resisted by people on MMT.
This article uses semi-structured interview data from treatment providers that administer MMT in the U.S. to argue that Recovery restricts MMT’s ability to reduce harms, like overdose, in the lives of people who use drugs, and recommends that MMT adopt a more open-ended, low-threshold approach to treatment that acknowledges the diversity of treatment goals among people on the program.

**Access to MMT**

MMT is a form of substitution-based treatment for opioid addiction whereby individuals are maintained on methadone, a synthetic opioid similar to, but less euphoric than heroin (and other illegal opioids). Methadone reduces the cravings and withdrawal that accompany cessation of opioid use and has proved to be an effective form of treatment (Ball and Ross 2012; Joseph et al. 2000). Its use is associated with reduced rates of illegal opioid use, overdose, transmission of blood-borne viruses, and recidivism as well as generally improving the stability of people on the program (Sordo et al. 2017; Schwartz et al. 2013; Brugal et al. 2005). Conversely, leaving treatment—either voluntarily or involuntarily—is associated with an increased risk of overdose (Cousins et al. 2011; Brugal et al. 2005; Magura and Rosenblum 2001). Despite its benefits, MMT in the U.S. has consistently maintained low rates of use and retention (Joseph et al. 2000). Data from the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) shows that in 2014, 41% of people in Medication Assisted Treatment dropped out of treatment and that the median length of stay among that group was only 114 days (2014). In addition to those that dropped out, a further 11% were terminated from treatment by the facility meaning that less than half of the patient population remained in treatment throughout the year (SAMHSA, Treatment Episode Data Set 2014).

Research that examines patients’ perspectives on treatment demonstrates that strict regulations, an abstinence-only approach, and the time consuming, intrusive character of MMT in the U.S. is inconstant with the needs and treatment goals of much of the patient population (Strike et al. 2013; Peterson et al. 2010; Joseph et al., 2000). For example, Mateu-Gelber and collaborators found that instead of pursuing abstinence, many people use MMT as a pragmatic strategy for avoiding withdrawal, which in turn reduces the likelihood of risky activity such as syringe sharing or committing crimes in order to obtain money for buying drugs (2010). Similarly, many use MMT as a temporary means of reducing tolerance and physical wear-and-tear; as a way of dealing with instabilities of the illegal drug market; and as a strategy to avoid overdose and transmission of blood-borne viruses such as HIV/AIDS or Hepatitis C (Harris and Rhodes, 2013; Mateu-Gelber et al. 2010; McKeganey et al. 2004; Drucker et al. 1998). Scholars have also pointed out that many people use, and conceptualize MMT as way of moderating risks more associated with criminalized drug use than with drug use itself (Frank 2018; Harris and Rhodes 2013; Koester et al. 1999).

Comparatively, low-threshold models, that are used in parts of Canada and Europe and prioritize easy access to methadone over the promotion of abstinence,
attract a greater diversity of clients, have higher retention rates, and are associated
with a reduction in injection-related HIV risk behaviors, overdose, and mortality
in general (Nolan et al. 2015; Strike et al. 2013; Millson et al. 2007; Langendam et
al. 2001).

Emergence of Recovery
Recovery has recently gained strength in the U.S., both culturally, and as a
bedrock principle meant to undergird the creation of policy in substance use
treatment, including MMT (SAMHSA 2018; NYS OASAS 2018; White and Mo-
er-Torres 2010). As SAMHSA notes in the Recovery and Recovery Support sec-
tion of their website: ‘The adoption of recovery by behavioral health systems in
recent years has signaled a dramatic shift in the expectation for positive outcomes
for individuals who experience mental and/or substance use conditions’ (2018).
Recovery has its roots in the 19th century when temperance societies and related
groups began discussing socially unacceptable alcohol use as a disease (Levine
1978). However, research – particularly in Australia and the UK – has linked the
current recovery discourse to the emergence of twelve-step groups (e.g. Alcoholics
Anonymous, Narcotics Anonymous) that formed in the late 20th century around a
variety of practices including drinking, smoking, and narcotics use as well as to the
context of neoliberalism that emphasizes practices of individual governance and
surveillance (Fraser et al. 2017; Neale et al. 2015; Fraser et al. 2014).

Although the term ‘recovery’ can mean different things to different people, ‘Re-
covery’ is a specific, and institutionally-proscribed, discourse that refers to a com-
mitment to abstinence as well as a focus on more general notions of health and
well-being, including community involvement, spirituality, and nutrition (Duke,
2013; Best and Lubman 2012; White 2007). The Betty Ford Consensus Panel —
on which most modern definitions of Recovery are based — defined it as ‘a volun-
tarily maintained lifestyle characterized by sobriety, personal health, and citizen-
ship’ (The Betty Ford Consensus Panel 2007). SAMHSA uses a similar definition,
based on abstinence and including ‘a voluntary, self-directed, ongoing process
where patients access formal and informal resources; manage their care and their
addiction; and rebuild their lives, relationships, and health to lead full meaningful
lives’ (2010).

Recovery is also positioned institutionally as a more inclusive approach to MMT.
Government organizations like SAMHSA specifically describe Recovery as a more
patient-centric model that empowers individuals to structure treatment according
to their own goals. For example, SAMHSA’s Second Principle of Recovery, that
‘Recovery is person-centric’ states that:

Self-determination and self-direction are the foundations for re-
covery as individuals define their own life goals and design their
unique path(s) towards those goals. Individuals optimize their
autonomy and independence to the greatest extent possible by
leading, controlling, and exercising choice over the services and supports that assist their recovery and resilience. In so doing, they are empowered and provided the resources to make informed decisions, initiate recovery, build on their strengths, and gain or regain control over their lives (The Second Principle of Recovery, SAMHSA's Updated Working Principles of Recovery 2012).

However, drug-user rights and harm reduction organizations have been critical of Recovery (AIVL 2012; INPUD 2014). Although such groups do not oppose the rights of individuals to identify as ‘in recovery’, or pursue recovery-based goals, they argue that by elevating such personal choices to the level of policy, it becomes a standard that is forced upon everyone rather than a choice. Moreover, they are critical of addiction-as-disease narratives, and argue that rather than a disease, drug use is a social phenomenon, characterized by a high level of diversity, not ‘sameness’ (AIVL 2012, 3). From this perspective, the Recovery discourse necessarily implies ‘that drug use is a disease from which people could or should be cured’ (INPUD 2014).

**Methods**

This article is based on two years of qualitative research, conducted as part of my doctoral dissertation in sociology, from 2014 through 2016. Data collection involved conducting semi-structured interviews with stakeholders and ethnographic observations in New York City methadone clinics, as well as elements of autoethnography. My interest in this issue and the development of research questions were based initially on my own experience as an illegal opioid user and someone who has been in MMT for 15+ years. Research questions were further developed in the context of relevant literature. This article focuses primarily on data from 10 interviews with treatment providers, which refers to individuals working either in government organizations that administer MMT such as SAMHSA or the New York State Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services (OASAS), or in methadone clinic settings. Participants were recruited using a combination of convenience and snowball sampling based initially on contacts I had through my own experience as a person who uses drugs and as someone on MMT. All participants provided informed consent, and interviews lasted approximately one hour and were recorded and later transcribed. Data were then coded for themes and analyzed in a process informed by Critical Discourse Analysis (Weiss and Wodak 2007; Fairclough 2013). All participants are referred to by pseudonyms.

**Theoretical Position**

This article is informed by a social constructionist perspective that sees knowledge production as an inherently political act that carries with it a set of fixed identities, power relationships, and codes of behavior (Conrad and Schneider 2010; Berger and Luckmann 1971; Foucault 2003; Bourgois 2000). Thus, terms like ‘drugs’,
‘addiction’ and ‘recovery’ are seen as socially-contingent categories that reflect, and re-produce, existing power structures rather than as universal truths. Scholars have used this position to deconstruct medical and cultural knowledge about addiction, such as the disease model of addiction, often pointing out how such concepts function as forms of social control (Tiger 2013; Campbell 2011; Keane 2002). As Fraser and colleagues point out, ‘addiction operates as a powerful therapeutic and political discourse which classifies, normalizes, and disciplines subjects’ (Fraser et al. 2014, 5).

**Recovery as Self-evident**

Responses from treatment providers closely aligned with the institutional position by describing Recovery as patient-centered, individually-focused and empowering. In every case, Recovery was seen not only as an improvement in how treatment was organized but specifically as one that would increase the ability of patients to affect, and make choices about their treatment. They referred to it as ‘less of a cookie-cutter approach’ and a move away from a model where patients ‘were not partners in the process’. For example, Sandy, an administrator for the OASAS emphasized that:

> number one is that the person is center and everything to do with [their treatment] is person-centered. They’re included in all major decisions about their treatment, the direction of their recovery, and all of that is explained. It’s about what they want to do (Sandy, OASAS 2014; emphasis in original).

The patient-centric character of Recovery was seen by treatment providers to be demonstrated most notably by the fact that the Recovery model accepted MMT (and other forms of Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT)) as a legitimate form of treatment for addiction. Treatment providers explained that programs using medication, like MMT, have historically been seen as fundamentally distinct from those using ‘abstinence-based’ treatment, defined here as programs not using medication (Hunt et al. 1985). As a result, people in MMT have often been stigmatized and denied access to many recovery spaces because of their use of methadone, seen as a drug and not a medicine (Earnshaw et al. 2013). Thus, part of the current Recovery discourse involves the institutional re-construction of methadone as a ‘medicine’ and an effort to frame all treatment choices as different ‘paths to Recovery’, which were seen as equally legitimate. The following responses reflect this shift:

> In a lot of the ‘drug-free’ programs, they don’t consider someone in recovery if they’re taking medication, methadone being one of them. But we certainly are a Recovery-based program, and if somebody is being maintained on methadone and they’re not using any illicit substances or abusing any prescription sub-
I think there’s been a lot of gains over the years of people talking about their recovery from addiction. But not as often do we hear about peoples’ recovery using medications and utilizing methadone specifically. So, when you listen to peoples’ recovery stories, oftentimes there is no medication element at all to treat the addiction. Or you may hear ‘Oh I was in a methadone program but now I’m no longer in a methadone program, now I’m drug free’… There shouldn’t be that kind of thinking where one person’s pathway to recovery is better than others. The path to recovery is unique and all paths are acceptable. It doesn’t matter if you haven’t even been in treatment and you’ve recovered through a faith-based intervention or on your own (Karen, OASAS employee 2014).

Our patients become very stigmatized. They’re looked at as drug seekers whether or not they are. Their families continue to have difficulty accepting that people are on methadone or ‘why aren’t you getting off this?’… As a treatment community we really empower that [seeing MMT as Recovery] and every year [we] do more things and get more education [out to the community] (Marguerite, Clinic Program Director 2014).

However, by positioning MMT in this way, treatment providers’ responses reflected a view of Recovery as the universal and proper goal of treatment. Although people were seen as increasingly able to choose from different types of treatment — including MMT — they were all conceptualized as strategies toward the singular goal of Recovery (see also Fraser and Valentine 2008). This contrasts with many harm reduction and drug-user rights narratives that justify MMT through pragmatic benefits, such as the elimination of withdrawal and reducing harms, that are not necessarily linked to an over-arching concept of self-improvement.

Moreover, the Recovery discourse obscures important differences between medication versus non-medication using treatment models as well as the often-different reasons that lead people to choose either option. For example, the many people that use MMT as a way of managing harms associated with criminalization are erased by the Recovery discourse. Thus, by flattening distinctions between different kinds of treatment — and particularly the differences between medication versus non-medication using models — the utility of MMT as a pragmatic form of resistance to criminalization becomes invisible.
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**How is Addiction Conceptualized?**

In line with constructing MMT as a means to achieve to Recovery, treatment providers maintained a view of addiction that focused almost entirely on the behavioral, psychological, and spiritual. Although most stated that they saw addiction as a disease, they downplayed its material or biological aspects such as dependence and withdrawal in favor of a more value-based view that emphasized character flaws and moral shortcomings. Thus, patients were seen as both bad and sick (Fraser et al. 2017; Fomiatti et al. 2017; Tiger 2013). Treatment providers conceptualized treatment in a similar manner by stressing its ability to shape behavior seen as problematic rather than as providing a pharmacological substitute for illegal opioids. As one Clinic Director explained:

> We accept that there is a brain disease, but we’re not intervening in the brain. We’re intervening at the level of behaviors, of attitudes, of spirit. Of course, all of that’s the brain, but… we discourage talk of neurotransmitters…. Really what you have to do is people, places, and things, and triggers to relapse, and anger management, and that kind of stuff (John, Clinic Director 2014).

Similarly, treatment providers avoided describing patients through their physiological dependence on opioids. They rarely mentioned the material role of methadone as a substitute for illegal opioids and often de-valued the notion that people use MMT for that reason. Patients were described instead using discourses of trauma and disorder that positioned them as a monolithic and universally damaged population (Fomiatti et al. 2017). For example, treatment providers stated:

> We’re also looking to focus much more on trauma. It’s no secret that most people that have an issue with addiction have experienced trauma of some sort in their lives, whether it be what led them to use or the trauma of the lifestyle of addiction… but I would say, with pretty clear confidence, that 99% of our clientele has experienced trauma of some sort or another (Michele, Clinic Administrator 2014).

Recovery is going deeper into something that’s beyond your narcissism, tapping into something. I say for folks that are kind of atheistic or not open to that I say ‘We’re your higher power’… It’s investing in a community instead of your narcissistic drug taking behavior. If you can buy into that as a higher power, trust our rules and regulations, trust our staff, like being here or can tolerate being here, well maybe that’s a higher power than the arrogance of your addiction (John, Clinic Director 2014).
By conceptualizing addiction as a whole-person sickness Recovery provided discursive support for the production of MMT as a comprehensive intervention that included treatment for behavioral, psychological, and spiritual maladies, all conceptualized as ‘addiction’. Similarly, because Recovery situated patients within a more comprehensive and clearly articulated therapeutic relationship (than previous approaches to MMT), it restricted rather than promoted their agency. Clinicians were the experts on addiction and patients were advised to, as John states (above): ‘trust our rules and regulations, trust our staff’. In some cases, this was framed in harsh and punitive language that positioned patients as requiring constant surveillance. For example, when asked about the need to monitor patients’ behavior, Grace, another Clinic Director, argued: ‘If you [addicts] can lie, you will lie. If you [addicts] can steal, you will steal… [But] as clinicians, we’re trained to know what they’re thinking’.

Moreover, by positioning treatment in this way, treatment providers were able to frame unpopular and restrictive clinic rules, therapeutically. For example, although clinic take-home policies – that force most people to come to the clinic everyday – are often criticized as overly restrictive and linked to high rates of patient dropout (Vocal-NY 2011; Pani et al. 1996), Marguerite, a Clinic Program Director, positions them as providing patients with a break from the presumed chaos of their daily lives. She states:

[Patients] also [benefit from] the structure. You know, they come in, this is a professional environment and people treating them with respect, and their coming in and they have consistency. They’re not living, wherever they’re living, it’s chaotic. They’re coming in here and there’s stability here (Marguerite, Clinic Program Director 2014).

Thus, treatment providers conceptualized addiction in a way that established a clear power dynamic between patients and treatment providers. Since it positioned patients as both bad and sick, any attempts by them to affect their treatment program would be interpreted through this lens, i.e. as a symptom of their addiction. Consequently, they had little power to affect their treatment program.

**Treatment as Abstinence plus Self-reconstruction**

Treatment providers also described Recovery-based treatment as a highly comprehensive intervention that required much more from people than abstaining from illegal drugs. Clinicians used narratives of Recovery to make judgements about virtually any aspect of their patients’ lives including proper use of free time, community service, and even consumption of soft drinks. These activities were positioned by treatment providers as important indicators of Recovery that merited intervention. For example, treatment providers stated:
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It’s [Recovery] not only being drug free. There is also behaviors and thoughts that have to follow… That’s where a lot of our patients get caught out. A lot of them will be like (adopts mock whining tone) ‘Well I’ve been maintaining abstinence for six months and I haven’t gotten a schedule reduction’. Well ok, yeah you’ve been maintaining abstinence for six months but you’re not doing anything productive in your free time. You still come in here with the same negative attitude. You’re still having problems with your counselor. You’re still keeping that ‘stinking thinking… Yes we are an opioid treatment program but we’re here to address all of your addiction[s] and I tell them [patients] ‘if your addicted to Pepsi and you’re a Diabetic and it’s causing you health problems, we’re gonna be addressing your Pepsi use’ (Grace, Clinic Director 2014).

I don’t consider someone in recovery on the sole purpose that they’re not using, because there’s such a thing as a ‘dry drunk’, somebody who’s not using but is engaged in all of the behaviors of addiction… I would call that, they’re staying away from substances but that they have some steps in their recovery to focus on (Michele, Clinic Administrator 2014).

Part of the recovery process is for you to become part of the community, [and] for you to become a part of the community, you can’t just go and get your methadone, go back home and sit there. [So] how do we set you up to be a meaningful part of the community? That’s a critical part of recovery (Sandy, OASAS 2014).

Thus, treatment providers rejected a view of MMT solely as a means of reducing or eliminating problematic drug use and emphasized the importance of patients’ demonstrating a holistic change in their thoughts, behaviors, and attitude. Positioning the treatment in this way not only helps to justify Recovery’s expanded jurisdiction and infrastructure, it also devalues low-threshold approaches to MMT. Such models prioritize harm reduction over abstinence and work to make methadone more easily accessible for people who use drugs oftentimes by eliminating the kinds of regulatory apparatus and oversight that characterize Recovery (Strike et al. 2013).

Treatment providers’ descriptions of the clinic environment also aligned with their view of addiction as a whole-person ailment. Clinics were described as centralized locations for the treatment of a variety of behavioral, psychological, and metaphysical issues discursively linked by Recovery. Treatment providers referred to clinics as a ‘more comprehensive model’ and ‘wrap-around service’ that spoke to their wide-ranging view of addiction treatment and the diminished role of methadone the substance. Moreover, many of the programs focused specifically on
promoting the tenets of Recovery, such as on-site twelve-step meeting and ‘Peer-Recovery Coaches’, who were described as filling a similar role to that of mentor in twelve-step programs. As one Clinic Director explained:

We have a wrap-around service that includes primary medical care in addition to counseling, psychological, psychiatric, vocational, and nutritional and social. So, we provide a large number of services in the view that in order for recovery to occur, you want to affect as many life environments, from health all the way to how people eat. In addition, we have a vocational person because obviously being employed is an important resilience factor for further use (Wilson, Program Director 2014).

The focus on clinics as whole-person treatment centers was also reflected in the changing language treatment providers used. For example, they often deemphasized the role of methadone by describing the treatment as an ‘Opioid Treatment Program’ or ‘OTP’ rather than the previous moniker of ‘Methadone Maintenance Treatment’ or ‘MMT’. As Karen, an OASAS administrator, explained:

We’re moving now to saying Opioid Treatment Program, Opioid Treatment Services because we want to take away the ‘Methadone’ label. You call it ‘Methadone Treatment’ [and] it sounds like that’s all that happens is that people drink their methadone. If we call it Opioid Treatment, they have medication, it could be Methadone, it could be Buprenorphine. But we [also] have a whole comprehensive array of services. One of our things is removing all of that ‘MTP’, ‘MMTP’, ‘Methadone Maintenance’, ‘Methadone Treatment Program’. It’s ‘Opioid Treatment Program’ or ‘OTP’ and the Feds have that too’ (Karen, OASAS 20144).

Although the addition of new services is undoubtedly helpful to people who need them, they also greatly expand the clinics’ ability to exert influence over parts of their patients’ lives which had previously been unavailable to them. Treatment providers characterized the additional services as ‘tools in a toolkit’ rather than requirements, however, they were none-the-less positioned as important parts of the program, and whether or not patients utilized them, impacted their relationships with counselors and other clinic staff, which ultimately affected patient assessments and determined access to privileges. For example, although SAMHSA administrators stressed that patients would not be forced to adopt Recovery as their approach to treatment, they also noted that all patients are required to meet with their counselor every month, and that those ‘patient assessments’, are based on the tenets of Recovery. Thus, while there is no explicit mandate to adopt Recovery, it is built into the program structurally, ultimately meaning that those who are uninterested in community service, spirituality, or other aspects of Recovery may be viewed unfavorably.
Discussion

This article critically analyzed the institutional claim that Recovery represents a more patient-centric model that better enables people to structure treatment according to their own goals and values. Although treatment providers all stated that they saw Recovery in this way, their descriptions suggest that it is more prescriptive and restrictive than previous, less clearly articulated approaches to MMT. Since Recovery is based on the implicit desirability of abstinence and self-transformation, it functions as a barrier for the many people that use MMT for more pragmatic reasons such as avoiding overdose, withdrawal and arrest, or simply to escape the chaotic and risk-involved lifestyle associated with illegal drug use. Moreover, it will prevent those who would benefit from MMT but are not pursuing Recovery, from signing up, precisely when the risk of opioid-involved overdose is at its greatest.

That many individuals use and benefit from MMT for reasons outside of the Recovery model was particularly absent from how treatment providers conceptualized the program. Thus, Recovery can be read as an attempt to shore up the ontological and epistemological problems raised by MMT for government, who is interested in legitimizing MMT but within the current logics of prohibition. According to the narrative of prohibition, it is drugs and addiction, and not laws or policies, that cause the harms of drug use. Yet since methadone is an opioid, like heroin, its use as a maintenance medication problematizes this view. As sociologist Helen Keane explains, ‘methadone in the context of maintenance therapy is produced as a paradoxical substance with a double identity, it is both ‘not heroin and like heroin’; and it is both addictive and a treatment for addiction’ (2013, 18).

Moreover, the ability of MMT to dramatically improve peoples’ lives raises etiological questions about the treatment. Specifically, that people benefit by switching from highly criminalized opioids to a substance that is pharmacologically similar but available outside of the context of criminalization suggests that the problems people using drugs experience are more a product of drugs’ illegality than from their pharmacological properties. In other words, MMT ‘works’ by decriminalizing peoples’ opioid use. However, by incorporating MMT into the standard body of Recovery-oriented addiction treatment, and by re-framing it in a way that obscures its material basis as a pharmacological substitute for illegal opioids, Recovery works to paper over these cracks in the government’s prohibitionist narrative.

In this case, the Recovery discourse seeks to construct addiction through an amaterialist lens that positions it primarily as a problem of personhood and individual values, unrelated to the physical characteristics of opioids such as tolerance and withdrawal, or the structural policies that govern their use. This position de-politicizes the role of treatment in the lives of people who use drugs by framing their choices as motivated solely by addiction and not as an attempt to escape from the effects of policy (Frank 2018). Yet, by incorporating a view of MMT that acknowledges the materiality of methadone as an opioid and MMT as a form of
substitution treatment, their decisions can be understood, at least in part, as a move from using illegal to legal opioids rather than from addiction to Recovery.

The findings of this study align with related scholarship that rejects the view of MMT as a stable and bounded entity governed by clearly identifiable causal relationships and sees it instead as dynamic and made through its interaction with politics, culture, institutions, and people (Fraser and Valentine 2008; Fraser et al. 2014). In particular, the emphasis on accounting for MMT’s material characteristics is supported by Fraser and Valentine’s call for analyses that incorporate ‘both the social/cultural/discursive and the material’ (2008, 21). It is similarly linked to deconstructive accounts of addiction narratives that demonstrate how the phenomenon of ‘addiction’ resists categorization through binaries like health/sick; normal/pathological; addict/recovered addict (Moore et al. 2017; Fomiatti et al. 2017; Pienaar et al. 2017). Such accounts were used by the treatment providers in this study, oftentimes to construct patients as disordered, and themselves as experts.

It is important to point out that this article’s critique of Recovery is not about the lived experience of people in recovery or pursuing recovery-oriented goals. Recovery can be a meaningful and useful paradigm for some people to understand their drug use and treatment. Rather, it focuses on the discursive production and institutional use of Recovery, to demonstrate how such narratives — particularly when elevated from personal choice to the level of policy — can be used to restrict, control, and punish those with different aims for treatment.

In this article, I argue that MMT should be available for the full range of beneficiaries and not just those seeking Recovery as conceptualized by the discourse. Substantial research demonstrates that ‘low threshold’ approaches — which are used successfully in Canada and Europe — have higher retention rates, happier clients, and a reduced risk of overdose (Strike et al. 2013; Brugal et al. 2005). Moreover, the coercive structure that has long been a part of MMT, but that Recovery expands upon, should be dismantled in favor of non-punitive model that supports harm reduction. As Fraser and Valentine point out in *Substance & Substitution*, ‘Other people are subject to rules as well, of course, but MMT operates in ways unthinkable in other treatment formats... Far from being active consumers or patients sharing treatment decisions and responsibility with their doctors, methadone clients are positioned within an apparently outmoded, paternalistic relationship of compliance’ (2008, 86).

This is particularly important in the context of dramatically increased rates of opioid-involved overdose where access to treatment should take on an increased urgency. Potential changes could include abandoning the use of punishment for failed drug screens and/or liberalizing take-home polices. These policy shifts would push MMT in a direction that better reflected institutional rhetoric on promoting patient agency, and more importantly, would work towards reducing rates of opioid-involved overdose. As one of the harm reduction advocates I spoke
with pointed out: ‘I totally respect anyone who considers themselves on a path to recovery, in recovery, whatever. I just don’t think it should be required to participate in those activities to receive a lifesaving medication.’
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